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One major challenge encountered with interpreting human genetic variants is the limited understanding of the functional impact of

genetic alterations on biological processes. Furthermore, there remains an unmet demand for an efficient survey of the wealth of infor-

mation on human homologs in model organisms across numerous databases. To efficiently assess the large volume of publically avail-

able information, it is important to provide a concise summary of the most relevant information in a rapid user-friendly format. To this

end, we created MARRVEL (model organism aggregated resources for rare variant exploration). MARRVEL is a publicly available website

that integrates information from six human genetic databases and seven model organism databases. For any given variant or gene,

MARRVEL displays information from OMIM, ExAC, ClinVar, Geno2MP, DGV, and DECIPHER. Importantly, it curates model organ-

ism-specific databases to concurrently display a concise summary regarding the human gene homologs in budding and fission yeast,

worm, fly, fish, mouse, and rat on a single webpage. Experiment-based information on tissue expression, protein subcellular localization,

biological process, and molecular function for the human gene and homologs in the seven model organisms are arranged into a concise

output. Hence, rather than visiting multiple separate databases for variant and gene analysis, users can obtain important information by

searching once through MARRVEL. Altogether, MARRVEL dramatically improves efficiency and accessibility to data collection and fa-

cilitates analysis of human genes and variants by cross-disciplinary integration of 18million records available in public databases to facil-

itate clinical diagnosis and basic research.
Introduction

One major challenge encountered with interpreting

human genetic variants is the limited understanding of

the functional impact of genetic alterations on biological

processes. Traditional variant interpretation methodology

relies on restricting clinical interpretation to known Men-

delian diseases and employing in silico prediction algo-

rithms. For most genes, few variants have reliable and

validated clinical significance designation, resulting in dif-

ficulties in differentiating between benign and pathogenic

variants or determining whether variants in a candidate

gene are causative.1 The wealth of available biological in-

formation across multiple model organisms could aid in

the interpretation of variants such as known molecular

functions of the candidate gene. However, there are major

barriers to search for biological data in specific model or-

ganism databases due to the intricacies of evaluating or-

thologs and navigating seven different websites’ different

organization, different approaches, and different use of

gene or protein identifiers (Figure S1). This limits the effi-

ciency of incorporating known model organism data into

analysis of candidate genes.
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Therefore, there is an unmet demand for resources to

facilitate rapid curation of available human gene and

variant information, to determine conservation, and to

gather relevant information on homologous genes in

model organisms. Furthermore, such data compilation is

relevant to evaluating the consequences of human genetic

variation in model organisms.2 To provide a concise and

user-friendly curation of pertinent and publicly available

knowledge, we created MARRVEL (model organism aggre-

gated resources for rare variant exploration). MARRVEL is

an open-access resource that synthesizes genetic and

model organism information from several public databases

into a single user-friendly website (Figure 1).

The major impetus for developing MARRVEL arose from

growing efforts to analyze the potential pathogenicity of

genetic alterations in genes that are either not previously

associated with human genetic disease or associated with

different clinical features. Awide range of efforts for the dis-

covery of disease-causing variants include the research con-

sortiums for rare (e.g.,Center forMendelianGenomics3 and

Undiagnosed Diseases Network4) or common (CHARGE

consortium3) diseases, clinical genetics laboratories, large-

scale sequencing projects,5,6 and collaborations between
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Figure 1. Overall Structure of MARRVEL
MARRVEL integrates 21 different databases to facilitate human gene and variant analysis for further study in model organisms. Human
genetic databases are selected to provide data on disease association, statistics on variants found in a gene of interest, and exact matches
with a variant of interest. Integration databases are important to the overall structure of MARRVEL due to the complicated structures and
connections between each database that require homology prediction, specific gene identifiers, and nomenclature. Gene function da-
tabases are selected to provide a concise summary of what is known about a gene of interest across organisms.
human geneticists and model organism researchers.7

Together, these research efforts generate growing numbers

of large human genomic datasets that require the develop-

ment of resources and tools to facilitate efficient data

analysis.

For example, the Undiagnosed Diseases Network4 com-

bines the expertise of clinicians, sequencing centers (e.g.,

whole-exome, whole-genome, RNA-seq), metabolomics

laboratories, andmodel organism scientists (fruit fly, zebra-

fish, and mouse) to diagnose individuals with rare disor-

ders that eluded traditional diagnostic modalities. Many

of these cases are predicted to have a primary genetic cause

but the suspected causative variant may not be in disease-

associated genes. When candidate pathogenic gene vari-

ants are identified, model organism data available for pre-

dicted orthologs of the human gene are an invaluable

resource for interpreting the biological significance of the

genetic alterations. However, this model organism-based

resource is underutilized due to limited accessibility by

non-model organism researchers. Currently, researchers

need to visit and navigate separate model organism-spe-

cific databases (e.g., FlyBase,8 MGI,9 ZFIN10) that utilize

distinct genotype and phenotype nomenclature as well

as data organization. Moreover, in the study of genes or

variants linked to human diseases, model organisms pro-

vide powerful platforms for mechanistic studies. Hence, a

user-friendly open-access web-based resource to curate

and synthesize current knowledge and resources from

model organisms and human genomics databases is

invaluable.11–13
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Material and Methods

Human Genetics Databases
Human genetics data are extracted from Online Mendelian Inheri-

tance inMan (OMIM),14 ExomeAggregationConsortium(ExAC),15

Genotype to Mendelian Phenotype (Geno2MP), ClinVar,16 Data-

base of Genomic Variants (DGV),17 and DECIPHER (database of

genomic variation and phenotype in humans using Ensembl re-

sources).18

We display the human gene description, gene-phenotype rela-

tionships, and reported alleles from OMIM. Next, control popula-

tion gene summary from the ExAC15 database is displayed. ExAC

is a public collection of more than 60,000 exomes that have been

selected against individuals with severe early-onset Mendelian

phenotypes.15 WhenMARRVEL is primarily applied to early-onset

pediatric phenotypes and used to evaluate candidate genes for

Mendelian disease, the ExAC data can be considered as a ‘‘control’’

dataset. We will refer to this data as ‘‘control’’ throughout the

paper though it should be noted these samples should not be

considered similarly for adult neurodegenerative phenotypes, for

example. Within the control population gene summary, we

include the pLI (the probability of being loss-of-function [LoF]

intolerant) score of a gene, which assesses the probability that a

gene is extremely intolerant to loss of function variants (nonsense,

splice acceptor, and splice donor variants) caused by single-nucle-

otide changes.15

We next display data from the Geno2MP database. Geno2MP is

a database sponsored by the University of Washington Center for

Mendelian Genetics displaying variants from Mendelian gene dis-

covery projects and provide phenotype information for individ-

uals with specific genotypes, including affected and unaffected

family members.
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Next, we extract data from ClinVar16 containing more than

255,000 unique variants annotated with clinical significance and

review status (i.e., level of evidence). When a user searches for a

gene and variant, MARRVEL displays all ClinVar variants reported

in the gene of interest, summarizes the number of variants in each

category of clinical significance, and highlights any variant(s) that

match the location of the variant of interest. We provide both a

high-level summary of the variants in terms of its reported clinical

significance as well as a table with details for each reported variant.

In addition, any alleles that overlap with the location of the

variant of interest is highlighted in blue.

We then display data from the Database of Genomic Variants

(DGV)17 database, which contains a large collection of structural

variants from more than 54,000 individuals. The database in-

cludes samples of reportedly healthy individuals, at the time of

ascertainment, from up to 72 different studies. Using the DGV

database, we report all copy-number variants (CNVs) that overlap

the input gene. If a CNV containing the gene of interest exists, we

display the frequency, type of CNV, and publications associated

with the CNV.

Finally, we display additional CNV information from the

DECIPHER18 database based on the variant coordinate that in-

cludes common variants from the control population. Due to

data display restrictions, we are able to provide the users only

with control population data from DECIPHER.
Gene Function Databases
Biological and genetic features of human genes and their putative

orthologous genes, including tissue expression pattern and Gene

Ontology (GO) terms, are extracted from the following model or-

ganism databases: Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD)19 for

the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, PomBase20 for the

fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces pombe, WormBase21 for the nem-

atode worm Caenorhabditis elegans, FlyBase8 for the fruit fly

Drosophila melanogaster, ZFIN10 for the zebrafishDanio rerio, Mouse

Genome Informatics (MGI)9 for mouse Mus musculus, and Rat

Genome Database22 and Bodymap23 for rat Rattus norvegicus. For

humans, we extract GO terms from QuickGO24 and tissue expres-

sion data fromGTEx25 and Protein Atlas.26 To identify the putative

orthologs of the human gene, we incorporate information from

DIOPT (Drosophila RNAi Screening Center [DRSC] Integrative Or-

tholog Prediction Tool),27 an online tool integrating 14 ortholog

prediction tools to provide a homology score for each predicted or-

tholog pair. Additionally, DIOPT is used to display a multiple pro-

tein alignment that is generated with MAFFT and human gene

functional domains.27
Data Processing
MARRVEL search allows three types of inputs: a single HUGO gene

symbol,28 a single human variant, or a combination of both. The

human variant input can be in the format conforming to HGVS

nomenclature29 or in the genomic variant format [chromosome

number]:[genomic coordinate] [Reference nucleotide]>[Alternate

nucleotide]), for example 6:99365567T>C. If the variant is input

in HGVS nomenclature format, then the Mutalyzer Position Con-

verter tool30 is used to transform the variant input into genomic

coordinate, as variants stored in our database follow the genomic

variant format.

If the input to MARRVEL includes both variant and gene sym-

bol, data from OMIM14 are retrieved using the OMIM API and

gene summary table is extracted from the ExAC website in real
The Ame
time. Variant data from the ExAC15 and Geno2MP databases

are retrieved from our MySQL31 database as explained in the

following section. Regarding ClinVar16 alleles, MARRVEL searches

by the gene symbol and reports all alleles that overlap with the

input gene. MARRVEL also provides a summary on clinical signif-

icance from these alleles. MARRVEL displays DGV17 copy-number

variants based on the genes that are encompassed by the copy-

number variants. Variant data from DECIPHER18 are retrieved

from our MySQL database based on the chromosomal location.

If the input includes only a gene symbol,MARRVEL retrieves the

gene summary table from the ExAC website. For Geno2MP, it

shows all variants overlapping the gene in the database and its het-

erozygote count, homozygote count, and their sum. For DGV, it

shows all CNV regions overlapping the gene. DECIPHER data are

not retrieved since it does not provide report data associated

with genes.

When the input includes only a variant, MARRVEL first searches

the ExAC database to retrieve the variant information. It then

shows gene-related information such as OMIM, orthologs and

their functions, and protein alignment of the first gene the

ExAC database matches.

For any combination of gene and variant input, the gene func-

tion table includes the following columns: the orthologous genes

column, the DIOPT27 score column, the tissue expression column,

and the associated GO terms’ columns. The orthologous genes col-

umn displays the putative orthologs predicted using DIOPTwith a

link to each organism database as well as a PubMed link. The

PubMed link is generated from the NCBI32 gene page’s sub-link

‘‘Related articles in PubMed - See all citations in PubMed’’ under

the ‘‘Bibliography’’ section of the NCBI gene page. By default,

the gene function table shows only the putative orthologs with

the best DIOPT score. All predicted orthologs can also be displayed

by deselecting the check-box for this option at the top of the gene

function table. The tissue expression column displays the tissue

expression data for human and six model organisms. Expression

data shown in the table list the names of tissues that highly ex-

press the gene of interest. For humans, there is an option to

show all tissues with high protein expression levels from Protein

Atlas26 and a bar graph of mRNA expression data from GTEx,25

including tissue names and its median value of RPKM. The mouse

and zebrafish expression show only tissues expressed in wild-type.

For fly, the tissues with high expression levels are displayed.

MARRVEL also provides human gene protein domain informa-

tion and protein alignments for the gene and its homolog genes,

which is extracted from DIOPT.
Server and Data Storing
MARRVEL is hosted on Amazon Web Service (AWS) EC2. We ex-

tracted data from the databases either by the database’s API or

by downloading and storing files publicly available into a MySQL

database. Multiple protein alignment and domain information

from DIOPT are stored using AWS S3. Human variant data from

the ExAC andGeno2MP databases were extracted by downloading

and processing their respective VCF files and storing them in our

database while ExAC gene summary data is pulled on demand

from the ExAC website. Human copy-number variation data

were extracted from the DGV17 and DECIPHER18 databases by

downloading the databases’ tab delimited files and storing them

in our database as well. MARRVEL’s usage of DECIPHER data

adheres to the DECIPHER Data Access Agreement. ClinVar16

data were pulled from the ClinVar website and stored in the
rican Journal of Human Genetics 100, 843–853, June 1, 2017 845



Figure 2. Example of an Approach for
Variant Analysis using MARRVEL
An example of how MARRVEL output can
be used to analyze human genes and vari-
ants is illustrated by a question asked by
the user in the inner ring and the answer
that can be found in MARRVEL’s output in
the outer boxes. We start at the noon posi-
tion and advance clockwise.
MySQL database. MARRVEL retrieves updated data from ClinVar

bi-weekly.

Additional gene function data were obtained by accessing and

extracting data from the DIOPTwebsite.27 MARRVEL uses DIOPT’s

ortholog prediction, protein alignment, and domain information.

Human tissue expression data were obtained from Protein Atlas26

website API and median values from GTEx25 downloadable files.

Human GO terms are directly downloaded from the QuickGO24

web pages. Rat expression data and GO terms are from RGD down-

loadable files.22 Mouse expression data and GO terms are from

MGI website.9 Zebrafish data are from ZFIN downloadable files.10

Fly expression data and GO terms are pulled from the FlyBase

website.8 S. cerevisiae data and S. pombe data are from SGD19 and

PomBase.20

MARRVEL’s interface is implemented using the Twitter boot-

strap framework v.4.0.0, jQuery v.2.2.0, and Angular JS v.1.6.1.

The server backend was implemented using the Node.js frame-

work v.6.7.0.

For the exact database versions, please see Tables S1 and S2.
Results

MARRVEL Integrates Data from Human and Model

Organism Databases

MARRVEL builds upon and complements existing tools

by integrating population genetics, model organism func-

tional data, multiple protein alignments, and other infor-

mation into one web- and mobile device-friendly site

(Figure 1). The simple interface at MARRVEL allows entry

of a human gene or variant to begin the survey with the

results falling into two main categories. First, MARRVEL

aggregates information from widely used human genetic

databases (ExAC, Geno2MP, ClinVar, DGV, DECIPHER-

control population), including sources of control and dis-

ease population data, to facilitate gene variant analysis.

Second, MARRVEL displays a concise summary of available

information for putative orthologs across yeast, worm, fly,

fish, mouse, and rat (see Material and Methods). For genes

that are not previously associated with human disease,
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there is often limited in vivo human

functional data. However, there is

often a wealth of model organisms

data that can be used to infer the hu-

man gene function. By integrating bio-

logical and biochemical data across

multiple model organisms, we provide

links between human disease and gene

function through a comprehensive
overview of publicly available data. In total, MARRVEL in-

tegrates variants from 115,000 control individuals, 12.3

million variants, 6.95 million genotype-phenotype rela-

tionships, and 20,683 GO terms used to describe 235,928

model organism homolog-human gene pairs.

MARRVEL Facilitates Human Genomic Analysis

MARRVEL collects a wide range of data that can be used for

multiple purposes for users from all fields. Here, we present

just one of many ways that MARRVEL assists in human

gene and variant analysis (Figure 2). In our approach,

MARRVEL is used downstream of initial Whole Exome/

Genome Sequencing bioinformatics analysis that results

in a short list of candidate variants for a given individual’s

phenotype. MARRVEL first extracts key data from public

human databases for gene-based analysis. We first display

results from OMIM (Online Mendelian Inheritance in

Man).14 If the gene is documented at OMIM to be associ-

ated with a disease and the individual’s phenotype is

consistent, then the variant is likely causative. However,

there is the caveat that in some cases the variant may be

benign and this does not exclude the possibility that ge-

netic alterations in other genes may also result in similar

clinical phenotype. If a unique variant is in a disease-asso-

ciated gene but the phenotypes are inconsistent with pre-

viously reported phenotypes, then this suggests a possible

phenotypic expansion. If there are no known diseases or

phenotypes associated with the gene in OMIM, then this

may represent a potential disease-association for the gene.

The next set of data is used to assess whether variants in

a specific gene is potentially pathogenic. The pLI score

from ExAC expresses the probability that a gene is intol-

erant to loss-of-function alterations. For CNVs, the data

that we collect are the deletion/duplications in the control

population that contains the gene of interest. We obtain

datasets from DGV and DECIPHER. The data obtained

by DECIPHER is restricted to CNVs found in control

population. DGV (Database of Genomic Variants) contains



copy-number variations from a large number of non-

disease individuals (control populations from many pub-

lished cohorts). A high frequency of deletions in the

gene of interest in this population suggests that the

gene tolerates haploinsufficiency. Similarly, a high fre-

quency of duplications in the gene of interest in DGV

suggests that gain of one copy is likely tolerated, depend-

ing on the specific location of duplications. DECIPHER

similarly provides copy-number variations for a control

population.

Next, MARRVEL displays the presence or absence of the

variant of interest in ExAC, displayed as an estimate of

allele frequency in a large cohort of individuals without

early-onset disease. For candidate gene variants in individ-

uals with early-onset disease and a proposed dominant

mode of inheritance, the presence of the same variant in

ExAC decreases the likelihood that the variant is patho-

genic especially if the disease is early onset. However,

ExAC does include data from populations known to be

affected by adult-onset diseases, including schizophrenia

and cardiovascular diseases. In contrast, if the variant is

absent in ExAC, then the variant may be a potential candi-

date for further analysis. For candidate gene variants with a

proposed recessivemode of inheritance, the presence of in-

dividuals homozygous for the variant of interest in ExAC

suggests that different gene variants may need to be

considered in evaluating disease pathogenesis.

ClinVar16 is a valuable resource for researchers and clini-

cians to deposit gene variants and associated phenotypes.

It contains more than 255,000 unique variants that are an-

notated with clinical significance and review status (i.e.,

level of evidence). When a user searches for a gene and

variant, MARRVEL displays all ClinVar variants reported

in the gene of interest, summarizes the number of variants

in each category of clinical significance, and highlights the

variant(s) that match the location of the variant of interest.

If the variant of interest is documented in ClinVar as

‘‘benign’’ or ‘‘likely benign’’ with review status of ‘‘criteria

provided, multiple submitters, no conflicts,’’ then the

variant is unlikely pathogenic. However, if the variant is

designated as ‘‘risk factor,’’ ‘‘likely pathogenic,’’ or ‘‘uncer-

tain significance’’ and with review status such as ‘‘no asser-

tion criteria provided’’ or ‘‘single submitter,’’ then the

variant should remain a pathogenic candidate.

Geno2MP (Genotype to Mendelian Phenotype Browser)

providesgenevariantandphenotypecorrelation.Geno2MP

provides cursory phenotypes for each sequenced individual

in an affected population, as well as their unaffected

relatives (if available), with human phenotype ontology

(HPO) profiles. If a variant of interest is also present in an

affected individual inGeno2MP, then theHPO termswould

allowdetermination if similarbiological systemsareaffected

(i.e., potential phenotypic similarity).When both the geno-

type and phenotype of an affected individual in Geno2MP

are consistent with the variant or gene of interest and the

variant is not identified in an unaffected relative, then the

variant is a pathogenic candidate.
The Ame
MARRVEL Curates Gene Function Data in Humans and

Model Organisms

MARRVEL summarizes human and model organism data

relevant to gene function in three main steps. The first

step compares expression patterns in specific organs or

tissues across human and model organisms (except for

yeasts). For human expression data, the source of the

data in MARRVEL is protein levels from the Protein

Atlas.26 In addition, GTEx provides quantitative expres-

sion data, RPKM (reads per kilobase per million mapped

reads), of each gene in 53 human tissues. Model organ-

ism tissue expression data are obtained from individual

model organism databases. Detailed information about

the data sources can be found in Table S2. The tissue

expression data serve at least three purposes. First, genes

for which the pattern of expression is similar in humans

and model organisms (e.g., expressed in comparable tis-

sues) might be more likely to be informative in the

context of human variant analysis. Second, display of

the human tissue data allows for quick assessment of

gene expression in the tissues affected in the individual

under study. Third, expression patterns in human and

model organism tissues can be used to design tissue-

specific studies in model systems. One caveat to note is

that the expression of a gene does not indicate necessity

of the gene product in a specific tissue. In addition, re-

ported developmental expression patterns often cover

only specific stages and therefore may not provide valu-

able information. Moreover, many genes are only tran-

siently expressed or their expression is induced only

under specific environmental or physiological condi-

tions. Finally, expression of many genes is below detec-

tion levels of current techniques.

The second step compares GO terms across human and

model organisms for biological process, molecular func-

tion, and cellular component.33 GO terms are useful to

quickly compare biological and molecular functions of

the gene across species. In many cases, a gene may be

well studied in one or more model systems but not in

others. Data from the model organisms can be compared

to provide insight into the degree of conservation, reveal

possible disease mechanisms, and assist in the selection

of one or more specific model organism for further mech-

anistic study.

The third step examines the conservation of specific

amino acids and protein domains among orthologs based

on multiple alignments of the human protein sequence

and putative orthologs in model organisms (Figure S2).

The alignment provides information on conservation of

the amino acid or functional domain affected by the

missense variant. MARRVEL also lists functional domains

present in the human protein, highlighted in the multiple

alignment. These steps further assist in determining

whether there is evolutionary selection against variation

at the residues analogous to the human variant of interest

and in the selection of model organisms for pursuing

further study of disease mechanism.
rican Journal of Human Genetics 100, 843–853, June 1, 2017 847



Disease association does not match 
phenotype of individual: EPG5, 
ATP8B1, LAMA2, ARL13B

pLI score of 0 indicating 
increased tolerance of loss of 
function alleles for DISP3 

Found homzygous variants in 
ExAC: ARL13B, AP2A2, LAMA2

Found previously reported to 
be benign in ClinVar: ARL12B

Mismatched GO terms: OBSCN

Mismatched expression pattern: 
ARL13B, OSCN, CCT8

MARRVEL output Useful Data 
OMIM     No OMIM phenotype association

ExAC/ClinVar/Geno2MP  Not found

Gene Ontology   Microtubule and mitochondrion association

Expression Pattern   Highly expressed in human cerebellum

Multiple protein alignment  Highly conserved amino acid from yeast to  
     human, located in the catalytic domain

A

B

OGDHL Chr 10:50946295 G>A

Poorly conserved amino acids in 
missense variant: EPG5, DISP3

Outside of protein domains and 
poorly conserved: CCT8, TIAM1, 
ARAP1, ATP8B1

Outside of protein domains: 
VWA3A

Difficult to study splicing 
variants in model organisms: 
WASL, AP2A2, VWA3A

13 Genes + Variants

Figure 3. Example of Variant Analysis us-
ing MARRVEL
We re-analyzed a previously published case
by Yoon et al.13 by following our strategy
outlined in Figure 2.
(A) Magenta genes and variants are elimi-
nated based on multiple criteria. Blue
genes and variants are eliminated with
only one criteria and users may consider
further analysis. The arrangement of the
chart is reflective of Figure 2 which ex-
plains our strategy of analysis.
(B) OGDHL is the most likely candidate
out of the 13 genes and variants to cause
the individual’s phenotypes based on
MARRVEL data. For more details on the
genes and variants, see Table S3.
Case Example of How MARRVEL Facilitates Gene and

Variant Analysis

Here, we provide an example of how MARRVEL displays

information useful for variant prioritization in an output

to facilitate analysis of genes and variants. We describe a

specific case for which MARRVEL can be used to facilitate

manual analysis of putative human disease-causing vari-

ants in an individual (Figure 3).

Yoon et al.13 recently successfully performed functional

studies in Drosophila to demonstrate the pathogenicity of

a gene variant found in a proband with a neurodegen-

erative phenotype. Previous analysis performed by an

expert identified a homozygous variant in OGDHL

(HGNC:25590) as the likely cause of the proband’s pheno-

type.34 Yoon et al.13 subsequently showed that loss of

Ogdh, theDrosophila homolog ofOGDHL, exhibits a neuro-

degenerative phenotype consistent with the proband’s

neurological disorder. As an example of how MARRVEL

can be used to conduct variant analysis, we obtained a list

of 13 candidate variants for this case13 and conducted a

variant analysis using output fromMARRVEL to determine

whether we were able to come to a similar conclusion.

The example presented is a 15-year-old girl with devel-

opmental delay, microcephaly, ataxia, motor impairment,

hypotonia, language impairments, brain abnormalities,
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and hypoplasia of the corpus cal-

losum. She was identified in a consan-

guineous family in a Turkish brain

malformation cohort.34 The proband,

her unaffected parents, and an

unaffected sibling received whole-

exome sequencing. After filtering for

variants that were both unique to

the proband and rare in the popula-

tion (at least <0.01 minor allele

frequency), variants in 13 different

genes remained. Subsequent steps

illustrate how MARRVEL can be

incorporated downstream of whole-

exome or -genome analysis pipelines.
We manually filtered and analyze Yoon et al.’s list of 13

candidates13 through MARRVEL’s synopsis of publicly

available databases including OMIM and ExAC; tissue

expression patterns; and the location of the amino acid

change relative to known functional domains. Table S3

shows the manual analysis of the MARRVEL output of

these 13 genes in comparison to the original analysis by

an expert (see Table S2 in Yoon et al.13). The first step is

to examine any existing phenotypic associations with

the gene. Of the 13 genes, 4—EPG5 (MIM: 615068,

HGNC:29331), ATP8B1 (MIM: 602397, HGNC:3706),

ARL13B (MIM: 608922, HGNC:25419), and LAMA2

(MIM: 156225, HGNC:6482)—have a disease association

that is partially or completely inconsistent with the

individual’s phenotype. Although phenotypic expansion

may still be possible, our current strategy defers that possi-

bility until all other candidate genes are ruled out.

Based on the ExAC data, a gene suspected to have a de

novo variant, DISP3 (MIM: 611251, HGNC:29251), has a

pLI score of 0, indicating a high tolerance of loss-of-

function variants. In addition, there are three candidate

genes—ARL13B, AP2A2 (MIM: 607242, HGNC:562), and

LAMA2—in the individual that are either homozygous or

compound heterozygous variants. For these three variants

the same homozygous mutations are listed in ExAC,



suggesting that these variants are unlikely to result in

early-onset developmental disorders. The ARL13B variant

was also reported in ClinVar as benign and likely benign

by multiple submitters. Through curation of human geno-

mics information, the list of 13 candidate genes was nar-

rowed to 6 remaining genes.

Model organism gene expression data and biolog-

ical function GO terms were analyzed next. For three

genes—ARL13B, OBSCN (MIM: 608616, HGNC:15719),

and CCT8 (HGNC:1623)—the tissue expression pattern

did not match the nervous system involvement in the in-

dividual of interest. Additionally, for OBSCN the GO terms

across model organisms exclusively focuses on muscle

development, structure, and function, making it less likely

to be involved in nervous system-related pathology.

Further analysis of the missense variants revealed that

the affected amino acid residues in EPG5 and DISP3 are

poorly conserved amino acids across model organisms. In

addition, the variant in ARL13B affects a site outside of

the coding regions or protein domains, and variants in

CCT8, TIAM1 (MIM: 600687, HGNC:11805), ARAP1, and

ATP8B1 are poorly conserved and encode residues located

outside of protein domains. These variants are therefore

less likely to disrupt protein function. Splicing variants

such as those found in WASL (MIM: 605056, HGNC:

12735) are difficult to study in model organisms and

should be pursued in alternative approaches such as quan-

titative measure of mRNA in human samples.

Altogether, the homozygous variant in OGDHL emerged

as the best pathogenic candidate for further study based on

the human and model organism output from MARRVEL.

In the model organism output from MARRVEL, three lines

of information suggested that OGDHL is a promising

candidate for further study in model organisms

(Figure 3B). (1) Although the gene had not been function-

ally studied in vertebrate or Drosophila, the gene has been

linked to mitochondria function in C. elegans and yeast,

consistent with some of the neurodegenerative pheno-

types. (2) Expression data in human and model organisms

suggest that the gene is highly expressed in the affected tis-

sue (brain). (3) The amino acid is highly conserved

throughout evolution and is located in a highly conserved

stretch of the protein. Indeed, Yoon et al.13 showed that

flies with a null allele of Ogdh exhibit neurodegenerative

phenotypes consistent with a neurological disorder.

Importantly, the variant found in the individual corre-

sponds to a severe loss-of-function allele based on gene hu-

manization and rescue experiments in Drosophila,8 indi-

cating that OGDHL is the likely candidate responsible for

the neurological phenotype. In summary, MARRVEL dis-

plays information that provides input for the prioritization

of potentially disease-causing variants for functional vali-

dation (Figure 3).

We recognize that there are multiple approaches to the

analysis of possible disease-causing variants. Above, we

provided one example of using reanalysis of published

data for how MARRVEL can be applied to the downstream
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analysis of sequencing data for determination of candi-

date disease genes. If inheritance pattern is unclear, then

multiple parallel analyses should be performed assuming

that the variant could result in either dominant or reces-

sive phenotypes. Furthermore, the variant interpretation

can be evaluated for possible functional consequences

including gain of function, haploinsufficiency, and domi-

nant negative.
Discussion

In summary, MARRVEL affords an efficient aggregation of

information from multiple human genomics and model

organism databases to allow for rapid view and assessment

of candidate genes and variants. OMIM provides funda-

mental information about disease association for the

gene of interest. ExAC provides a powerful resource for

examining the allele frequency of rare variants and can

be used to prioritize the frequency of a coding variant

and potential pathogenicity.15 Geno2MP and ClinVar pro-

vide unique sources of phenotypic and interpretation data

for a variant of interest. DGV and DECIPHER control pop-

ulation provide publically available data, copy-number

variants in apparently healthy individuals, which comple-

ments the data from ExAC, Geno2MP, and ClinVar. MARR-

VEL displays all of this information in a concise format

providing highly integrated, convenient, and fast access

(Figure S1). For potential genes in which disruption may

cause disease, there is often limited in vivo human gene

functional data; however, there is a wealth of information

in model organisms that can be used to develop meaning-

ful hypotheses regarding human gene function and to

inform the likelihood that a variant causes or contributes

to a disease phenotype. For example, in the case of

OGDHL, integrating human and model organism data in

MARRVEL allows us to aggregate all the information

needed to prioritize this gene and variant to be tested

experimentally. One key benefit of MARRVEL is allowing

the data from model organism databases to be reviewed

in a concise format. In MARRVEL, key biological and ge-

netic features of putative orthologous genes, including tis-

sue expression pattern and Gene Ontology (GO) terms, are

extracted from model organism databases. MARRVEL dis-

plays all the relevant information normally assessed in a

manual analysis pipeline described in Figure 2.

Several bioinformatics tools exist for aggregating available

data to increase efficiency of variant analysis. For example,

GeneCards is an aggregation of human gene-centric data.

MARRVELandGeneCardshave anumberofoverlappingda-

tasets.However,MARRVELplacesmoreemphasisonhuman

variant data (ExAC, ClinVar, etc.) and has a much broader

range of data from model organisms. Combined Annota-

tion Dependent Depletion (CADD)35 and PolyPhen36 focus

on predicting the pathogenicity of an amino acid change.

These two tools incorporate a combination of homology,

structural, andmachine learning analysis topredictwhether
rican Journal of Human Genetics 100, 843–853, June 1, 2017 849



or not a single amino acid change is likely to disrupt protein

function.37,38 However, there are cases where additional

population frequency data andmodel organismphenotypic

data are needed to improve variant interpretation.35,39

TheMonarch Initiative40 addresses thechallengeof anno-

tating thehumangenomebygatheringdata onknownphe-

notypes in other organisms (phenotype-centric) to assist in

variant analysis whereas MARRVEL provides a gene-centric

toolkit including non-vertebrate model organisms and pro-

tein alignments. Although most bioinformatics tools and

strategies are useful guides, combining multiple resources

oftenprovides abetter viewof thevariant andhigherpredic-

tive value when analyzing variants and genes.

Clinical genetics labs and research sequencing centers

have access to well-established variant analysis and anno-

tation pipelines such as Exomiser/PHenotypic Interpreta-

tion of Variants in Exomes (PHIVE),41 ANNOVAR,42 and

Codified Genomics (see Web Resources) that utilize exist-

ing tools to analyze entire sets of sequencing data. These

require familiarity with bioinformatics data processing

and access to these resources. By contrast, clinicians and

model organism researchers often have access only to var-

iants reported in clinical sequencing reports and in the

literature. Furthermore, the majority of clinicians and

model organism researchers lack training in bioinformatics

data analysis. In the absence of an integrated pipeline, it is

difficult for clinicians and basic scientists to efficiently

obtain information on candidate disease variants, as the

information needed is spread across various databases

and tools for variant analysis (Figure S1).

Despite an increasing interest to utilize model organism

data in human genetic analysis pipelines such as in the

Monarch Initiative and Exomiser/PHIVE, the currentmajor

focus is on matching phenotypic information.41,43

Although the similarities between human and model

organism mutant phenotype can be informative, this

approach may miss numerous opportunities in which the

protein functions arepart of conservedpathways amongor-

ganisms when the orthologous phenotypes are not obvi-

ously analogous.44 For example, a yeast model for angio-

genesis44 and a worm model for breast cancer44 revealed

molecular pathways that contribute to these disorders

based on the ‘‘phenology’’ concept. Therefore, we adapted

a gene-centric rather than phenotypic-centric approach to

studygene functionby integratingmodel organismandhu-

man data in a single aggregated web-based resource.

Many model organism databases, such as FlyBase,8

WormBase,21 and ZFIN,10 are comprehensive and contain

amonumental amountof data accumulatedovernumerous

decades.45 However, the extremely valuable information in

these databases is not easily accessible by those outside the

field. Importantly, there is a barrier to search specificmodel

organism databases due to the intricacies of evaluating or-

thologs and navigating different websites and the different

useof geneorprotein identifiers (FigureS1).MARRVELorga-

nizes this information acrossmultiple species in a clear and

concise way and also provides the best predicted orthologs.
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In recent years, whole-exome or -genome sequencing

has increasingly been used to assist in the diagnosis of hu-

man diseases.46 Meaningful analysis and interpretation of

the sequencing results require a team of dedicated experts.

Current bioinformatics pipelines are efficient at identi-

fying previously reported pathogenic variants in known

human genes in which disruption causes disease. By

filtering out previously identified benign variants, as well

as those appearing at a high frequency in control popula-

tions, the number of potentially disease-causing variants

can be narrowed down significantly. Further analysis to

identify variants to functionally test in model organisms

will benefit from a survey of currently available model or-

ganism data. In conclusion, MARRVEL is a flexible web

resource that provides a useful and accessible tool for effi-

cientlymatching an input against 18million records of hu-

man variants and genes as well as model organism homo-

logs. MARRVEL provides a step toward the overarching

goal of integrating model organism databases with human

gene-centric user interfaces41 to improve the accessibility

and evaluation of data typically used by experts fluent in

specific data formats and software. Our future goals for

MARRVEL include continuing to integrate additional hu-

man genomics and model organism resources as they

become publicly available to ensure that MARRVEL re-

mains a valuable and up-to-date analytical resource.
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Web Resources

Angular JS v.1.6.1, https://angularjs.org/

Bootstrap v.4.0.0, v4-alpha.getbootstrap.com

ClinVar, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/

Codified Genomics, http://codifiedgenomics.com/

Database of Genomic Variants (DGV), http://dgv.tcag.ca/dgv/app/

home

DECIPHER, http://decipher.sanger.ac.uk/

DIOPT, http://www.flyrnai.org/diopt

Ensembl GRCh37 Rest API, http://grch37.rest.ensembl.org

ExAC Browser, http://exac.broadinstitute.org/

FlyBase, http://flybase.org/

Geno2MP (March 2017 accessed), http://geno2mp.gs.washington.

edu/Geno2MP/#/

HUGO Gene Nomenclature Committee, http://www.genenames.

org/

jQuery v.2.2.0, https://jquery.com/

MARRVEL, http://marrvel.org/

Mouse Genome Informatics, http://www.informatics.jax.org/

Mutalyzer, https://mutalyzer.nl/index

Node.js framework v.6.7.0, https://nodejs.org/en/

OMIM, http://www.omim.org/

PomBase, https://www.pombase.org/

QuickGO, https://www.ebi.ac.uk/QuickGO/

Saccharomyces Genome Database, http://www.yeastgenome.org/

The Human Protein Atlas, http://www.proteinatlas.org/

Undiagnosed Diseases Network, https://undiagnosed.hms.harvard.

edu/

WormBase, http://www.wormbase.org/

ZFIN, http://zfin.org
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